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H I  T H E R E !

For those of you who have been following our 

Toolkits welcome back, and for those of you who 

are new to us or simply looking for help with 

blogging, you've come to the right place!

 

Our Toolkits are aimed at start-up and small 

businesses who are looking to take those first 

steps in all things business and self marketing.

 

In this issue we're sharing our best practice and 

top tips when it comes to blogging!

W H A T  I S  A  B L O G ?

A blog is a regularly updated website or page 

typically written in an informal or conversational 

style. Think diary!

It’s official, we all need to be writing blogs. 

Massively important to any marketing campaign, it 

helps keep those search engines trawling through our 

website and keeping us listed high on their search 

results.

 

But with so many of us writing them how do we stand 

out? How do we turn a blog in to a good blog, and 

better yet, a good blog in to a great blog?



A C T I O N  P L A N

K N O W  Y O U R  A U D I E N C E

Before you even begin, think about who your target 

audience is and what it is they want to know about. 

What’s going to make them sit up and listen (or in this 

case read)? Is there a common question you’re always 

being asked, or a topic people always want your 

advice on? The secret is to share information so 

people can do it themselves, but by displaying your 

expertise, to try and encourage people to instruct you 

as a trusted professional. For example if you are a 

Social Media company whose main audience is 

Millennials, they unlikely to read a "step-by-step on 

how to use Social Media". However, are likely to want 

to know about the latest trends or future 'must-have' 

platforms.

Not only is it a good idea to plan your topics in 

advanced so you know you’ll have something to blog 

about, but it will encourage your blog platform to 

flow. Often, businesses miss this step, or don’t 

appreciate the value in the planning stage and blogs 

are written and posted at random. A clear plan allows 

for a story to be told. For example, a Virtual Assistant’s 

topic may simply address exactly what a VA is. The 

first blog may be “what is a Virtual Assistant?” which 

may lead to a second blog on “How Can a Virtual 

Assistant help you” and a final blog on “What you need 

to know when instructing a Virtual Assistant”.

This stage also allows for you to plan the content for 

the blogs;

What are the key messages you want to get 

across?

List any keywords that need to be included. 

One keyword should ideally be used within the 

first paragraph. If you have an ace digital 

team, they’ll be able to tell you exactly what 

these are.



T H E  R E A S O N  -  D O N ' T  B L O G  B E C A U S E  Y O U  H A V E  T O !

M A K E  I T  C A T C H YI M A G E S

Just like a news article, you need to 

grab your readers’ attention and keep 

them captivated. Let your imagination 

run wild when it comes to naming your 

blog. No one wants to read another 

“How to write a good blog”, whereas 

“Ideas to supercharge your blog” now 

this is one to read.

The human brain processes visual 

content faster than text-based content. 

Adding appealing images can help to 

increase your engagement.

 

An image, such as an illustration can 

also be used to help explain 

complicated topics and adds an 

element of fun to a post. However, 

make sure the image is relevant 

otherwise you’ll leave readers 

confused.

Confused? The first thing we told you is “it’s official, we all need to be writing blogs”. 

Correct. As businesses we are told that we need to be writing blogs to encourage 

engagement and help with our website listings, which is all true.

 

But, we’re now going to tell you to ignore that in order for you to write GREAT blogs.

 

The best blogs, and the most successful, are created by those who do it because they 

love it, not because they’ve been told they should or because they’ve been told they can 

make money from it. They share their ideas, knowledge and experiences because they 

choose to use this platform as their voice.

 

To make truly compelling blogs find something you just have to shout about. Something 

you are going to enjoy writing and you can’t wait to share. Write it for you as much as for 

your readers. And most of all, remember, a blog doesn’t have to be perfect. They started 

as online journals for businesses, just notes and ideas; the less overthinking, the better the 

blog.


